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CAR RENTAL RATE LIST 
 
 

RCA (Responsabilità Civile Auto) GUARANTEES insurance against civil liability arising from damage to third 
parties, property (other than those transported) and animals. 

Any passenger traveling in a StylishRent vehicle is considered a third party. RCA is included in the rate and has a 
single-limit covered within the law. 

 

All rates include limitation of liability agreement for “Basic” theft in implementation of which, when the event occurs, 
customer will pay just the theft charges amount “Basic”. 
 
 “Premium” supplement reduces the theft charge amount “Basic” in base of the amount in the “Premium” list. 
All rates include limitation of liability agreement for “Basic” damage in implementation of which, when the event 
occurs, customer will pay just the chargers for the damage amount “Basic”. 
 
 “Premium” supplement reduces the damage charge amount “Basic” based on the amount in the “Premium” list. 
The rental contract contains specific indications regarding responsibility for use of the vehicle; Among those 
specifications it is particularly important to observe the rules for proper and diligent use (such as avoiding unpaved 
roads and observing the standard rules for care and maintenance) as well as respecting the traffic code. In case 
of failure to do so, even if a limitation of responsibility clause was undersigned, all the damages shall be the 
responsibility of the Customer. 
 
For further clarification it is necessary to refer to the current Terms and Conditions. StylishRent reminds our 
customers that unless expressly expected, limitations of responsibility are not valid in case of willful misconduct or 
gross negligence pursuant to article 1229 of the Italian Civil Code. 

RCA 

DEDUCTIBLES 
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Model 

List of deductibles in 
case of theft or collision 

damage  
- BASIC deductible 

List of deductibles in case 
of theft or collision 

damage  
- PREMIUM deductible 

Cautionary Deposit 

Jeep Compass 1000 500 1000 

DS7 Crossback 1000 500 1000 

Alfa Romeo Stelvio 1000 500 1000 

Jeep Grand Cherokee 1000 500 1000 

Volvo XC 90 1000 500 1000 

Mercedes Vito 1000 500 1000 

Range Rover Velar 2000 1000 2000 

Maserati Levante 2000 1000 2000 
 NO IVA 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Model Daily “Premium” Supplement  

Jeep Compass 50 
DS7 Crossback 50 

Alfa Romeo Stelvio 60 
Jeep Grand Cherokee 70 

Volvo XC 90 90 
Mercedes Vito 50 

Range Rover Velar 100 
Maserati Levante 100 

 

LIST OF PENALTY CHARGES AND DEPOSITS 

LIST OF DEDUCTIBLE REDUCTION FOR DAMAGE AND 
THEFT 
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The following conditions of charges for services, accessories and extras that can be acquired by the Customer. 
Supplement charge for “trip to leave”: 
 

Model In the city of the same 
pick-up location 

From/ to different city 

All vehicles 50 Euro 2,00 €/km to the nearest hub 
 

Fuel cost 
There will be a charge for each liter of fuel based on current price plus 20% for variable procurement costs. 
Fuel tank prepaid  
It is possible to pay the price of a full tank at the time of the rental and not have to refill the tank before dropping off 
the car. 
There is no refund for fuel not use. 
Change of car 
In case of inavailability, functional problems or upon request of the company. 
Different categories from the vehicle chosen: 
Downgrade 
In case the company, to change the rented vehicle, gives the Customer a downgraded vehicle, compared to the 
rented vehicle, the client will pay a lesser amount for all the rental period that it is used. 
For downgrade vehicles it is understood that the vehicle that has a lower rental rate. 
Upgrade 
In case the company, to change the rented vehicle, gives the Customer an upgraded vehicle, compared to the 
rented vehicle, the client will pay an amount for all the rental period that it is used. 
For upgraded vehicles it is understood that the vehicle that has a higher rental rate. 
Accessories 
Upon request and availability: 
- Child seat: No charge 
- Booster seat: No charge 

Just for Sardinia you must ask for the cost of Dropp-off and Pick-up at the time of rental. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SERVICES, ACCESSORIES AND EXTRAS 
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Administrative management practices (tickets, parking, toll, etc.) euro 30. 
• Extraordinary cleaning of the vehicle euro 150,00, except for major damages. 
• Violation of the Drop-off rules from/to Sardinia (not permitted) euro 500,00, except for major damages. 
• Drop-off of vehicle outside the Country without authorization or in a city different than the authorized one 

euro 2.500,00, except for major damages. 
 
 
 

Failed return: 
• Child seat - booster seat – euro 100,00 
• Keys euro 500,00  
• Reflective vest euro 18,00 
• For all types of navigator, DVD screen, and for the automatic electrical charger, and in case of failed 

return or damages to accessories a penalty fees of euro 500,00 will be applied. 
 

PENALITIES AND VARIOUS CHARGES 
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Rates include 
- Limitation rate of deductibles in case of theft or collision damage “Basic” 
- Automotive charges 
- Unlimited mileage (Maserati Levante, 200km a day) 
- IVA 22%. 

 
Rates do not include 
- Supplement elimination/reduction rate of deductibles in case of theft or collision damage “Premium”  
- Cost of Drop-off and Pick-up  
- Fuel Service 
- As specifically indicative under the “included charges”. 

Maximum RCA single-limit covered within the law. 

 

Model 1 day Km extra 
 Daily price  

Jeep Compass 150 0 
DS7 Crossback 150 0 

Alfa Stelvio 180 0 
Jeep Grand Cherokee 220 0 

Volvo XC 90 250 0 
Mercedes Vito 250 0 

Range Rover Velar 300 0 
Maserati Levante 350 2,55 

 
 

The exhibited rates are in euro and it is understood that can be variation in relation to particular promotional offers. 
The charges can be changed without notice. 
Certain models are subject to specific restrictions; ask for information at the time of rental. 

RENTAL PRICE LIST FOR 1 OR 2 DAYS OF RENTAL 
 

TARIFFE AUTO DA 1 A 2 GIORNI 
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Rates include 
- Limitation rate of deductibles in case of theft or collision damage “Basic” 
- Automotive charges 
- Unlimited mileage (Maserati Levante, 200km a day) 
- IVA 22%. 

 
Rates do not include 
- Supplement elimination/reduction rate of deductibles in case of theft or collision damage “Premium” 
- Cost of Drop-off and Pick-up  
- Fuel Service 
- As specifically indicative under the “included charges”. 

Maximum RCA single-limit covered within the law. 

 

Model 2 days Km extra 
 Daily price  

Jeep Compass 120 0 
DS7 Crossback 120 0 

Alfa Stelvio 150 0 
Jeep Grand Cherokee 180 0 

Volvo XC 90 200 0 
Mercedes Vito 200 0 

Range Rover Velar 300 0 
Maserati Levante 350 2,55 

 
 
The exhibited rates are in euro and it is understood that can be variation in relation to particular promotional offers. 
The charges can be changed without notice. 
Certain models are subject to specific restrictions; ask for information at the time of rental. 

RENTAL PRICE LIST FOR 2 DAY WEEK-END 
TARIFFE AUTO WEEK-END 2 GIORNI 
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Rates include 
- Limitation rate of deductibles in case of theft or collision damage “Basic” 
- Automotive charges 
- Unlimited mileage (Maserati Levante, 200km a day) 
- IVA 22%. 

 
Rates do not include 
- Supplement elimination/reduction rate of deductibles in case of theft or collision damage “Premium”  
- Cost of Drop-off and Pick-up  
- Fuel Service 
- As specifically indicative under the “included charges”. 

Maximum RCA single-limit covered within the law. 

 

Model From 3 to 13 days Km extra 
 Daily price  

Jeep Compass 110 0 
DS7 Crossback 110 0 

Alfa Stelvio 140 0 
Jeep Grand Cherokee 170 0 

Volvo XC 90 190 0 
Mercedes Vito 190 0 

Range Rover Velar 290 0 
Maserati Levante 340 2,55 

 
 
The exhibited rates are in euro and it is understood that can be variation in relation to particular promotional offers. 
The charges can be changed without notice. 
Certain models are subject to specific restrictions; ask for information at the time of rental. 

RENTAL PRICE LIST FOR 3 TO 13 DAYS 
 

TARIFFE AUTO DA 3 A 13 GIORNI 
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Rates include 
- Limitation rate of deductibles in case of theft or collision damage “Basic” 
- Automotive charges 
- Unlimited mileage (Maserati Levante, 200km a day) 
- IVA 22%. 

 
Rates do not include 
- Supplement elimination/reduction rate of deductibles in case of theft or collision damage “Premium”  
- Cost of Drop-off and Pick-up  
- Fuel Service 
- As specifically indicative under the “included charges”. 

Maximum RCA single-limit covered within the law. 

 

Model From 14 to 29 days Km extra 
 Daily price  

Jeep Compass 100 0 
DS7 Crossback 100 0 

Alfa Stelvio 130 0 
Jeep Grand Cherokee 160 0 

Volvo XC 90 180 0 
Mercedes Vito 180 0 

Range Rover Velar 280 0 
Maserati Levante 330 2,55 

 
 

The exhibited rates are in euro and it is understood that can be variation in relation to particular promotional offers. 
The charges can be changed without notice. 
Certain models are subject to specific restrictions; ask for information at the time of rental. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RENTAL PRICE LIST FOR 14 TO 29 DAYS 
 
 

TARIFFE AUTO DA 14 A 29 GIORNI 
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Rates include 

- Limitation rate of deductibles in case of theft or collision damage “Basic” 
- Automotive charges 
- 100 km a day  (Maserati Levante, 80km a day) 
-  IVA 22%. 

 
Rates do not include 

- Supplement elimination/reduction rate of deductibles in case of theft or collision damage “Premium”  
- Cost of Drop-off and Pick-up  
- Fuel Service 
- As specifically indicative under the “included charges”. Maximum RCA single-limit covered within the law. 

 
 

Model More than 30 days Cost Km extra 
 Daily price €/km 

Jeep Compass 65 0,40 
DS7 Crossback 65 0,40 

Alfa Stelvio 80 0,45 
Jeep Grand Cherokee 100 0,50 

Volvo XC 90 110 0,55 
Mercedes Vito 75 0,45 

Range Rover Velar 120 1,50 
Maserati Levante 130 2,85 

 
 
The exhibited rates are in euro and it is understood that can be variation in relation to particular promotional offers. 
The charges can be changed without notice. 
Certain models are subject to specific restrictions; ask for information at the time of rental. 
 
 
 
 

RENTAL PRICE LIST FOR MORE THAN 30 DAYS 
 
 

TARIFFE AUTO DA 14 A 29 GIORNI 
 


